Strengthening your business service support operations

Mission Operations Support
Strengthening the business side of your mission.
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Comprehensive Business Operations 
Support Services

It’s about much more than optimizing processes & procedures

It’s about freeing you up to focus on the strategic aspects of your central purpose: creating and sustaining the complex, real world environments that best support your mission—be they on land, at sea, in the air or in space. Nakuuruq does this by taking on the tactical business operations that best support these missions—by bringing a total package of program managers, proven subject matter experts, finance specialists, administrative and craft labor skills, proven business practices and outcome-based performance measures. The result: superior responsiveness, lower costs, and escalating levels of workforce productivity across the entire spectrum of base-related business duties.

Achieving desired, predictable business outcomes

Customers choose Nakuuruq for business solutions, not simply business process smarts. That’s because our personnel bring with them the experience, tools and techniques that enable us to quickly identify obstacles to your desired business outcomes. We collaborate closely and transparently with key base personnel at all command levels often coordinating between the different functional commands. We manage staffing at strict operational requirements levels to maximize personnel utilization while minimizing costs. And we utilize proven systems and techniques to anticipate demand for intelligently managed shelf life and inventory control. From initial acquisition through contract management support to ensuring fiscal accountability, Nakuuruq is the team to choose when desired business outcomes matter most.

The Nakuuruq difference

Comprehensive day-to-day business operations services and support. Outcome focused management models based on proven metrics and measures. Immediate response times to rapidly changing customer requirements. Complete transparency and accountability at all levels of command. The capability to free you up to focus on the strategic components of your mission. We call it making your mission more manageable. And we prove it from our first day on the job. Contact Nakuuruq Solutions today and ask about our Mission Operations Support. It’s all about your mission.

Sampling of Nakuuruq’s tasks & daily business support responsibilities

- Set up databases to track office configuration parts & pieces for continuous availability
- Determine Earned Value Measurement (EVM) for software programs in development
- Set up one-stop-E-shop for forms, directives, procedures, maps, etc.
- Provide technical advice to users and managers and guidance pertaining to material management
- Ensure capture and accurate accountability of incoming material and assets for Plant, Property and Equipment support asset management
- Provide cost accounting for travel & authorization/voucher examinations

- Conduct comprehensive contract close out management
- Utilize CAD expertise to determine space utilization for facility modification & expansion
- Provide comprehensive media lab services & support
- Conduct executive level analysis and support for projects, budgets & schedules
- Administer security access & authorization
- Provide line item accounting support at Comptroller level
- Supplemental HR staffing

- Management & Program Analysis Support
- Information Technology
- Human Resource Management
- Acquisition Support
- Logistics
- Facility Management
- Supply, Provisioning & Warehouse Support
- Financial Management
- Executive Business Support
- Security
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Making your mission more manageable.
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